
 
 
Terms and Conditions – #truetune 
 
1. Payments and Pricing 

 
1.1 #truetune items and related items will be despatched following receipt of payment. Current prices are 

displayed on the SA Tuning website. 
 

1.2 Purchases must be made online, via the SA Tuning website, or onsite (in person) at the SA Tuning workshop.  
 
1.3  If pre-ordering a #truetune, payment will be taken at the time the pre-order is placed. Estimated availability 

dates will be provided online, or via discussion with an SA Tuning representative. 
 
1.4 #truetune credits (once purchased) are non-refundable. They can be used as payment for #truetune files. 

However, where applicable, they can also be used to purchase other items from the SA Tuning online shop. 
Further details will be provided on the SA Tuning website. 

 
1.5 The remapping services provided via #truetune are provided on the assumption that the vehicle to be tuned is 

mechanically sound, well maintained and in good condition. Where this is not case, further services may be 
advised. If requesting or agreeing to further services to be completed in a SA Tuning workshop, these 
services are not included in the price of a #truetune product. Please also see SA Tuning’s Terms and 
Conditions for General Workshop Services where applicable. 

  
1.6 Photographs, video and audio recordings of #truetune use provided by customers may be used and posted 

online at the discretion of SA Tuning (for promotional purposes). However, the posting of material on a SA 
Tuning website or social media page does not form part of the core product paid for by the customer and 
should not be expected by a customer when purchasing a #truetune product. 

 
 
2.  Refunds and Services from Third Parties  
 
2.1 The customer should contact SA Tuning at the earliest opportunity if a suspected fault is discovered with any 

#truetune tools or equipment. Refunds can only be issued for #truetune equipment / tool faults where the item 
concerned has been returned to SA Tuning within 30 days of collection / arrival at the customer’s delivery 
address.  

 
2.2 Software faults are exceptionally rare, and software does not change over time. Therefore, any issues caused 

directly by software will be noticeable very quickly after remapped software is applied. Customers should 
contact SA Tuning as soon as possible if they suspect a software fault, ideally within 14 days of applying a 
remap using #truetune. Refunds will not be issued for suspected software faults after 30 days of a remap file 
being downloaded by a customer. Where #truetune files have been applied to a vehicle, the vehicle must be 
returned to stock before a refund for software can be issued. 

 
2.3 Refunds will not be issued for #truetune software files or equipment where vehicle performance or running 

capability is compromised because: 
 The #truetune tool and / or related equipment has been used incorrectly  
 The #truetune instructions have not been followed correctly  
 The vehicle concerned has existing or underlying mechanical issues that were not addressed prior to the 

vehicle being remapped (please note that identifying and resolving mechanical issues are the responsibility of 
the vehicle owner and customer) 

 The vehicle concerned did not have the necessary and correct hardware modifications in place for the tuning 
option chosen by the customer (for example at Stage 2 and beyond) 

 Supporting hardware modifications made by the customer, or a third party, have not been completed to a 
sufficient standard, or have been made using faulty or poor-quality parts 

 The vehicle’s ECU has an existing issue or existing damage  
 The vehicle’s ECU has been opened previously by the customer or a third party 
 The vehicle has sustained other damage caused by the customer or a third party 



 Additional advice (relating to a particular vehicle or remap file) provided by SA Tuning has not been acted 
upon 

 Poor quality fuels are being used to run the vehicle and / or the vehicle has not been well maintained  
 Pre-remap performance outputs are below the manufacturer (or stock) standard 

 
2.4 #truetune data logs may be requested from the customer when investigating issues reported by customers. 

SA Tuning reserve the right to suspend investigation into a customer issue or complaint if the log data is not 
supplied by the customer. 

 
2.5 If a customer wishes to return their #truetune tool to SA Tuning, their vehicle must be returned to stock first. 

The #truetune tool must also be returned undamaged and in good condition. We will accept ‘no quibble’ 
returns if made within 14 days of purchase and made as per above.  

 
2.6 If returning a #truetune tool and any related equipment, the return postage costs must be met by the 

customer, unless an alternative arrangement is agreed in advance. An appropriate trackable postage or 
courier service must also be used. Refunds can only be issued once the undamaged #truetune tool is 
received by SA Tuning. 

 
2.7 Where workshop diagnostic appointments are requested, these must be agreed in advance, as with any other 

workshop-based service. Inspection and diagnostic appointments are held on week days (Monday to Friday) 
only, due to the nature of the work involved. Customers should consider this when requesting workshop 
services from SA Tuning. 

 
2.8 Refunds will not be issued for any tuning services, products or tools for the reason of a specific power figure 

not being achieved. All performance information and power gain figures issued at quote stage and / or 
available on the website are estimates based on what has been achieved previously. SA Tuning will strive to 
achieve the best outcome possible for all customers and all vehicles. However, gains achieved can differ from 
vehicle to vehicle. Customers are purchasing the remap and / or tuning product / service, rather than the 
achievement of a specific power (BHP or NM of Torque) figure.   

 
2.9 Where the customer has commissioned a third party to complete additional work to rectify a suspected fault 

with any SA Tuning product or service, before returning the vehicle to SA Tuning for inspection / completion of 
additional work, no payments will be made by SA Tuning to cover the work performed by a third party. 
 

2.10 Compensation will not be issued for suspected vehicle faults where a customer or third party has interfered 
with the vehicle, its components, or ECU before bringing the vehicle to an SA Tuning workshop for inspection.  

 
2.11 Where refunds are issued, it may take up to seven full working days for the refund to be fully processed and 

reach the customer’s account. This is due to third-party secure payment system provider timescales. Cash 
refunds can only be provided where the original payment was made in cash. Cash refunds can only be 
provided onsite during standard opening hours. 
 

2.12 Where a free of charge diagnostic appointment has been offered to a customer, and the customer fails to 
arrive for the appointment without giving notice of cancellation, SA Tuning reserves the right to refuse another 
free of charge appointment. Further appointments will be chargeable, and a deposit may be required to 
secure a booking. 

 
 
3. Vehicle Status, Mechanical / ECU Issues and Faults 

 
3.1 #truetune is used by the customer at their own risk. SA Tuning is not responsible for any damage to a vehicle, 

or faults following the use of #truetune. 
 
3.2 SA Tuning is not liable for any issues with a vehicle or ECU where the vehicle has existing or underlying 

mechanical or ECU issues. When using #truetune, the customer is responsible for identifying and resolving 
any mechanical or ECU issues prior to remapping a vehicle. 

 
3.3 When reading or writing to the ECU using a #truetune tool, the voltage supply to the ECU must be above 12 

Volts. If the supply is lower than this there may be resulting issues with the ECU. SA Tuning reserves the 
right to request the #truetune log data to investigate ECU issues or failure reported by a customer. Any work 
completed to by SA Tuning recover an ECU where an insufficient voltage supply has been used will be 
chargeable. 

 
3.4 SA Tuning is not liable for any issues with a vehicle or ECU where the customer has failed to put in place the 

necessary supporting hardware modifications for the remapping option they have chosen to use via #truetune. 



The customer is responsible for ensuring they have the correct, high quality modifications in place prior to 
using a remapping option that requires supporting modifications. 

 
3.5 SA Tuning is not responsible for ECU failure or other issues where an ECU has been opened or tampered 

with previously by a third party. The customer is ultimately responsible for their ECU (and any resulting 
issues) if they use #truetune, or any other tuning tool, on an ECU has already been opened, tampered with, or 
damaged previously. 

 
3.6 When tuning / remapping / modifying a vehicle, you are likely to be asking more of the vehicle to achieve 

increased performance. Customers should be aware that any underlying mechanical issues could become 
more apparent or be exacerbated once a vehicle is tuned. These may not have been noticed before. 
Customers and vehicle owners are responsible for ensuring that their vehicle is in good condition, well 
maintained and mechanically sound before and after any tuning / remapping / modification work. 

 
3.7 If a diesel vehicle has significant Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) related issues, these issues may need to be 

resolved (either by SA Tuning or elsewhere) before remapping the vehicle. SA Tuning can discuss options 
with a customer on request. 

 
3.8 Customers must ensure that their vehicle tyres are in good condition and (as a minimum) road legal prior to 

remapping their vehicle. This primarily for safety reasons. The customer is responsible for checking their 
vehicle tyres before using #truetune.  

 
3.9 The use of good quality fuel is very important for a tuned / remapped vehicle. If poor quality fuel is used, 

maximum power gains are unlikely to be achieved. Customers should be aware of this before using #truetune. 
If further advice is required regarding fuel, customers can approach SA Tuning for further advice. 

 
3.10 Any information provided related to #truetune are based on the assumption that vehicles being remapped are 

in good condition, well maintained and free from any mechanical / ECU issues. The basic diagnostic tests / 
scans performed before commencing remapping will identify many existing or potential faults with a vehicle. 
Where these are identified, they should be rectified, repairs made, or parts replaced as appropriate. However, 
customers should be aware that extensive diagnostics work can only be completed if explicitly requested from 
an appropriate service provider or qualified person. The customer should be aware that a basic diagnostics 
scan may not identify every potential problem with a vehicle. Customers wishing to procure more in-depth 
diagnostic or health check services have the option of contacting SA Tuning for a separate quote or workshop 
booking. 

 
3.11 An ECU remap designed to increase performance will not resolve existing mechanical issues with a vehicle 

(in isolation). Customers should be aware of this before remapping a vehicle. 
 
3.12 Gains in fuel economy are only likely to be achieved where a vehicle is in good condition, well maintained and 

free from any mechanical and ECU issues. Gains in fuel economy will also only be achieved when driving the 
vehicle conservatively.  

 
3.13 Customers that want confirmation / documentation of their vehicle’s power figures (at stock and / or after 

tuning) should contact SA Tuning to make a booking for a Customer Dyno Session. This will provide a Dyno 
Graph for the customer. This service can only be provided at our SA Tuning workshop. 

 
3.14 Although very rare, ECUs can fail if already compromised and then disturbed. This is a very small, but real 

risk. If an ECU has remained unopened and cannot be recovered in our workshop, SA Tuning will not be 
liable for the ECU failure. Work completed to rectify the issue will be chargeable.  

 
3.15 Where there is evidence of previous water damage to an ECU, SA Tuning is not responsible for any resulting 

issues with the ECU. Customers use #truetune at their own risk if their ECU has sustained previous water 
damage. 

 
3.16 SA Tuning is not liable for any issues with a vehicle or its components where advice provided by SA Tuning 

has not been followed by a customer. We recommend that advisory points (where provided) are followed up 
as soon as possible. 

 
3.17 Should a customer discover a suspected fault with the #truetune tool, related equipment, or software, the 

customer should contact SA Tuning at their earliest convenience and within 30 days of receipt of the 
#truetune tool or software. Please note that software faults and issues with the map / directly caused by the 
map are very rare. Where they do occur and are genuinely caused by a remap, a customer will notice soon 
after the remap has been completed (when driving the vehicle). 

 



3.18 SA Tuning is not responsible for correcting suspected vehicle faults where the customer or a third party has 
worked on / interfered with the vehicle, its components, ECU, or the #truetune tool provided since the vehicle 
has been remapped. 

 
3.19 SA Tuning is not responsible for correcting suspected vehicle faults caused by any of the situations listed in 

section 2.3 of these Terms and Conditions. 
 

 
4.  Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Services 

 
4.1 The DPF Delete software solutions offered by SA Tuning are intended for vehicles that have a the physical 

DPF filter removed and are not driven on public roads. For example, race vehicles, track day cars and 
vehicles driven on private land. It is legal to remove and delete a DPF. However, driving a vehicle on public 
roads with the DPF removed is illegal. SA Tuning is not responsible for checking vehicle use / purpose.  

 
4.2 Any DPF Removal and Delete services provided are done so at the independent request of the customer. The 

customer is fully responsible for their decision to have the DPF removed and deleted on their vehicle(s) and / 
or install any relevant DPF software solutions. 

 
4.3 SA Tuning does not encourage the use of the DPF Removal and Delete service for vehicles used on public 

roads. Any customers choosing to remove and delete a DPF on a vehicle for use on public roads, do so at 
their own risk. 

 
4.4 Customers must ensure that the physical DPF filter has been removed fully and properly before selecting and 

using a DPF Delete software solution. SA Tuning is not responsible for any vehicle issues associated to 
customers selecting the incorrect software options for their vehicle’s set up. Where further advice is needed, 
customers can contact SA Tuning in advance of purchasing #truetune software.  

 
 

5. Decat Services 
 

5.1 Decat services offered by SA Tuning are intended for vehicles that are not driven on public roads. For 
example, race vehicles, track day cars and vehicles driven on private land. It is legal to provide decat 
services. However, driving a vehicle on public roads with a decat performed is illegal. SA Tuning is not 
responsible for checking vehicle use / purpose. 

 
5.2 Decat services and / or related software solutions are provided at the independent request of the customer. 

The customer is fully responsible for their decision. 
 
 

6. Supporting Hardware Modifications and Performance Parts  
 
6.1 Some #truetune remap / software options will require minimum hardware modifications to be in place prior to 

remapping. The customer is responsible for ensuring that their vehicle has the correct modifications in place, 
that all work has been completed to a high standard, and that all parts used are good quality.  

 
6.2 SA Tuning is not responsible for compromised vehicle performance or running capability due to insufficient or 

poor-quality supporting hardware modifications completed by the customer or a third party. 
 

6.3 Any estimated performance / power gain estimates provided are usually based on the use of tried and tested 
performance parts regularly used by us and sourced through trusted suppliers. Where alternative parts are 
used by the customer and / or parts were not sourced through SA Tuning, we may not be able to provide 
power gain estimates. 

 
6.4 When modifying / tuning a vehicle you are likely to be asking more of it in terms of performance. Customers 

should be aware that any underlying mechanical issues could become more apparent or be exacerbated once 
a vehicle is tuned. These may not have been noticed before. SA Tuning is not responsible for underlying 
mechanical issues with a vehicle. 

 
 
7. Returning a Vehicle / ECU to Stock 

 
7.1 The #truetune tool enables the customer / user to return the vehicle to stock when they want, without the need 

to visit our workshop. 
 



7.2 If a customer wishes to return their #truetune tool to SA Tuning, their vehicle must be returned to stock first.  
 
 

8.  Conduct Towards the SA Tuning Team and Customer / Public Safety  
 

8.1 The use of aggressive, threatening or abusive language and / or behaviour towards SA Tuning team members 
will not be tolerated. This includes in person / face -to-face, over the telephone, in writing and online. SA 
Tuning reserves the right to remove a person(s) from the premises and / or refuse to supply any further 
services should the person(s) concerned behave in an aggressive, threatening or abusive manner. Serious 
incidents will be reported to the Police. 

 
8.2 Customers are asked to take extra care when driving after a vehicle has been remapped. It may take a driver 

some time to adjust to driving the vehicle. Caution is advised for safety reasons. 
 
 
9. Use of Customer Data  

 
9.1 We have a separate policy on the use of data available on our website. Customers should refer to this policy 

as appropriate. 
 
9.2 Photographs, video and audio recordings of #truetune use and customer reviews (provided by customers or 

recorded by SA Tuning) may be used and posted online at the discretion of SA Tuning (for promotional 
purposes). Material may be posted online via a variety of platforms, unless a customer explicitly informs SA 
Tuning that they do not want their photographs or recordings to be used in this way. 

 
 
10. Other Terms and Conditions 
 
10.1 SA Tuning has separate Terms and Conditions in place covering general services provided in our tuning 

workshop / facility. Customers are advised to refer to these if also visiting SA Tuning premises or purchasing 
other SA Tuning services. These Terms and Conditions are available on our website. A copy can also be 
made available for customers to read on request at SA Tuning premises. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Points for Consideration 
 

1. Please ensure that vehicles are in good condition, well maintained and mechanically sound before 
completing a remap using #truetune. When completing a diagnostics scan (before beginning the 
remapping process), please ensure that any codes are noted and action taken to investigate and resolve any 
potential / existing mechanical issues. Any existing or underlying mechanical issues are likely to be 
exacerbated (made worse, or likely to cause a problem quicker) after a vehicle is tuned / remapped. This is 
because you will be asking more of the vehicle. If you think your vehicle would benefit from more in-depth 
diagnostics / health checks, please contact SA Tuning for further advice, or to book an appointment at the 
workshop. Ultimately it is the customer’s own choice to use #truetune and customers do so at their own risk. 

 
2. Please be aware that power gains will not be fully achieved if there is an existing mechanical issue 

with the vehicle concerned.  Please talk to an SA Tuning representative if you have any questions.  
 

3. An ECU Remap designed to increase performance will not resolve a mechanical issue with a vehicle. 
This will need to be fixed first. 
 

4. When reading or writing to the ECU using a #truetune tool, the voltage supply to the ECU must be above 
12 Volts. If the supply is lower than this there may be resulting issues with the ECU. We may ask for the 
#truetune log data if an ECU issue or failure reported by a customer.  
 

5. The #truetune tool and any other related equipment must be used properly and in line with any 
instructions provided. Please contact SA Tuning if you have any questions before using the #truetune for 
the first time. 

 
6. If you are purchasing any tuning / remapping services / products with us, remember that you are buying that 

service or product, rather than a specific BHP or NM of Torque figure. We will always strive to get the 
best results (safely) for our customers and power gain estimates are based on what has been achieved 
previously. However, they are estimates and not a guaranteed power gain. Every vehicle has a different 
history and has been driven and possibly maintained differently. 

 
7. Gains in fuel economy (where they may be expected) will only be achieved when driving the vehicle 

conservatively.  
 

8. If you find a suspected fault with your #truetune tool, please tell us as soon as possible. Please refer to 
the full Terms and Conditions for more information. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


